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NEWS RELEASE
RESOURCE HUNTER IN TALKS WITH PLAINS CREEK MINING LIMITED

Vancouver, B.C., June 14, 2010 – RESOURCE HUNTER CAPITAL CORP. (TSX-V:
RHC) (the “Company”) is pleased to announce that the Company is negotiating terms for the
acquisition of Plains Creek Mining Limited (“Plains Creek”), a private corporation incorporated
and existing under the laws of the Province of Ontario. In connection with the contemplated
acquisition, the Company would also carry out a concurrent equity private placement
(collectively, the “Transaction”). As it is expected that the Transaction will constitute a reverse
takeover (“RTO”) under the policies of the TSX Venture Exchange (the “Exchange”), trading of
the Company’s shares has been halted. Once more specific information concerning the
Transaction is available, a follow-up news release will be disseminated to provide more detailed
information concerning the Transaction. The Company’s shares will remain halted until
appropriate Transaction documentation has been provided to and accepted by the Exchange in
accordance with their policies.
The Company has also engaged Byron Securities Limited to assist in the evaluation of the
contemplated potential transaction. As indicated above, the Company will be disseminating
further transaction details in a follow up news release.
ON BEHALF OF THE BOARD
(signed) “Carson Phillips”
Carson Phillips
President & Chief Executive Officer

Completion of the Transaction is subject to a number of conditions, including Exchange
acceptance and disinterested Shareholder approval. The Transaction cannot close until the
required Shareholder approval is obtained. There can be no assurance that the Transaction will
be completed as proposed or at all.
Investors are cautioned that, except as disclosed in the Company’s Management Information
Circular to be prepared in connection with the Transaction, any information released or
received with respect to the RTO may not be accurate or complete and should not be relied upon.
Trading in the securities of the Company should be considered highly speculative.
The Exchange has in no way passed upon the merits of the potential contemplated transaction
and has neither approved nor disapproved the contents of this press release.
Neither the Exchange nor its Regulation Services Provider (as that term is defined in the policies
of the Exchange) accepts responsibility for the adequacy or accuracy of this release.
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